VESTPILLAREN 19 July 2013
With the website www.yr.no providing the least unreliable Lofoten weather forecasts, Jim and I
decided this was the day. Cloudy all morning and full sun later was the prediction and we wouldn’t
get another chance this trip.
We’d prepared ourselves well for our classic outing with several luke-warm cafe lattes in the
climbing school café in Henningsvaer, regular games of crib, a couple of museum visits and some of
the shorter Top Fifty classics in Chris Craggs’ bumper book of fun which is the Lofoten guide. We’d
also spent a lot time looking at the rain.
Our climbing had reached the dizzy heights of 6- (or 5a in English) on a couple of pitches on Guns
and Roses on the Gandalf crag. We’d also established that the grading system seemed quite tough
for example on Bare Blaeber (5-), Applecake Arete and Lys og Skygge (light and shade) (5+) and even
By the Dashboard Light - a scary Grade 4. In the same area, the Chair Ladder style crag of Paradiset
gave us another top 50 route - Lost in Paradise. We’d also managed to get up the Goat via the 5+
Forsida route but didn’t do The Jump.
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Jim and Ken on Lost in Paradise
So, having peaked on a short HVS, Jim and decided I were ready for our 12 pitch solid sustained E2.
We’d sorted the gear the night before (and also miraculously seen the midnight sun - a weird but
strangely moving sensation).

The midnight sun at Laukvik

The Mighty Presten

Vestpillaren takes a line that starts right of
centre, goes between the overhangs and climbs
the headwall just left of centre

Ken and John dropped us at the foot of the mighty slabs of Presten (The Priest) - a seriously
impressive piece of rock. There was one party well established about 4 pitches up but in the end we
wouldn’t be hindered ahead or chased from behind.
We’d tossed a coin, and Jim would lead pitch 1. Keeping to the dry rock made the very first move
tough but soon he was on the diagonal right leaning 5+ crack and we were away. Most pitches were
a full rope length and he belayed near the reassuring abseil chains. I followed, getting used to the
sack again. My pitch started with awkward bridging and unwelcoming finger cracks (which was to
become a regular theme). Then easier climbing led up behind a flake to an obvious harder section. It
was obvious what to do - small footholds and crimps led to moves right to better holds and I was
soon romping up to the belay. I thought 5b but it might have been 5a.

Vestpillaren
Pitches 1 and 2

Jim’s pitch next and the first of the week at solid grade 6. Technical bridging led up towards a
triangular overhang. The crux was reaching it with some awkward technical smearing and
inadequate finger holds, but once you had your hands over the overhang, more sensible holds
appeared and easier climbing led to the belay. I followed having to abandon one of my treasured
rockcentrics which simple wouldn’t play ball and leave its perfect little niche. Solid 5b that one.
My pitch was easier up a short wall and then up broken ground to the Storhylla (big ledge system)
and Jim had an easy pitch right of the enormous block. We were now getting committed as there
were no abseil stations above the Storhylla. We kept an anxious eye on the weather. It wasn’t as
cold as it had been but gloves while belaying were handy and I put my buff on. Interestingly,
although the air temperature was cold, the rock didn’t feel as cold as it would in the UK. This may be
because, with the midnight sun in these Arctic latitudes, it doesn’t really get any colder overnight.
Whatever the reason, we were grateful as the climbing now got much harder.

Jim on the Grade 6 3rd and 7th Pitches

I led a very thin groove pitch which had almost nothing by way of foot or handholds and very small,
if adequate, gear. I smeared and prayed my way up it. Jim thought it was the hardest pitch so far
even though graded just 6-. At the top, I traversed easily across 20 metres left to the foot of an all
too obvious cruxy-looking groove.
Jim started up pitch 7 with some thin bridging and even the odd foothold. It got even thinner but
the gear was good. One very awkward move to get into a bridged position and Jim could reach
better finger holds, and soon, some real holds in the crack above the small overhang. Easier climbing
for a few metres was followed by a tricky transition to cracks on the left. These were still steep but
nice and juggy and a relief after the technicalities below which bordered on 5c we thought. All the
time on this pitch the rain threatened and black clouds loomed to the North. Both of us were
mentally working out how to get off if necessary, but fortunately, it was just half an hour of the
weather toying with us.
I followed, enjoying the technicalities, and then continued up the easier lay-back crack above to
belay at the foot of the notorious slanting corner - supposedly the crux. Jim set off, initially up the
slab but he was soon deep into the absorbing technicalities of this key pitch. There were occasional
footholds on the slab that meant gear could be placed in relative comfort. Then it was a hand in the
crack and a bit of palming for Jim on the left arête for further progress to a real foothold and soon a

welcome ledge. Easier climbing led to a comfy stance. Although probably 5b, a couple of lower
pitches were definitely harder. I followed, not using the arête and staying on the slab. I also
managed to drop the nut-wiggler and as a result had to leave one of Jim’s Rock 1s. Really annoying.

Jim in the Slanting Corner
Pitch 9

The final hard section
Pitch 11

I did the next easy pitch past the handle-with-care block and as I had belayed a bit early, Jim led
through and offered me the final hard pitch. This was pleasant groove climbing at 5a with good
spaced hand-holds and much smearing for the feet. At the top, there was a finger traverse right and
then a step down. Moves across the slab on the right provided a testing sting in the tail, and then I
was in the muddy exit gully. Jim led through having had to leave another bit of gear (the third now)
because of the lack of a nut key. The exit gully was frankly horrid, but it finished right on the top and
we had fantastic views over the whole of the Lofoten group.

The Summit

Presten from Festvagtinden

After the ritual handshakes, photos and a bit of self-congratulation we set off down via the attractive
peak of Festvagtinden with its visitors’ book and met up with Ken and John at the Henningsvaer
bridge. They had knocked off another top 50 route - Pianohandler Lunds Route.
Vestpillaren was a great route snatched from indifferent weather and all the more satisfying for that.
Rain returned for the next two days but we snatched the adventurous Djupfjord Buttress on our final
day. The weather mocked us as the sun came out late in the afternoon and the forecast showed
unbroken sunshine for the whole of the following week. Frustrating but still a great trip.
Malcolm

Djupfjord Buttress 5+
Logistics
We flew SAS from Heathrow to Oslo and then to Bodo where we stopped over and caught a small
plane next morning to Svolvaer. Return flights were £400 booked 6 months in advance. Checked
baggage limit was a comfortable 23kg.
Car hire is worth shopping around for. Our deal cost around £650 for a fortnight (divided among the
4 of us).
We stayed in basic chalet accommodation in Laukvik at Skippergaarden. This was about 30 minutes
drive from Svolvaer with a further 20 minutes to the Presten area. It cost us about £200 each. They
have wifi. Great place to view the midnight sun (if the clouds relent). You can camp for nothing in
many places.
We self- catered - good supermarkets in Svolvaer. It’s a lot cheaper than eating (and drinking!) out.
Take good waterproofs, climbing clothes for both cold and warm conditions and some books to read
just in case it rains! Oh – and a brolly!

The guidebook is Lofoten Rock by Chris Craggs and Thorbjorn Enevold.
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The next week’s weather mocks us!

